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Jay Saggar, Programme Manager



We’re LOTI, London local government’s 
digital innovation community.

We help boroughs collaborate to unlock 
the power of digital and data innovation to 
improve the way they operate and the 
services and outcomes they deliver for 
Londoners.
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LOTI Members 
Other London Boroughs

Crown Copyright and Database right (2019). 
Ordnance Survey. 100032216 GLA

• Barking and 
Dagenham

• Barnet
• Brent
• Camden
• Ealing
• Enfield
• Greenwich
• GLA
• Hackney
• Hammersmith 

and Fulham
• Havering
• Hounslow

• Kensington 
and Chelsea

• Kingston 
• Lambeth
• Lewisham
• London Councils
• Merton
• Newham
• Redbridge
• Richmond
• Southwark
• Sutton
• Waltham Forest
• Wandsworth
• Westminster

Current Members:

3The LOTI Community

Membership of 
LOTI is open to 
all London 
boroughs. 

Our 
membership 
currently 
includes 24 
boroughs, the 
GLA and 
London 
Councils.
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DATA ETHICS



Why Data Ethics 
Matters

Ethics in advanced data projects - why 
is it important?

● Prevent poor outcomes

● Residents have higher 
expectations of data ethics 
than law provides for

● Reputation  -enabling 
innovation with a solid ethical 
foundation

● We have an opportunity to 
show leadership

● It’s the right thing to do



6Ethics in advanced data projects - why is it important?

“Those who worked on the 
algorithm subjected it to 
extensive validation (enough to 
fill a 319-page document) that, 
based on internal metrics, 
seemed to justify its usage.”

- Anthony Piwowarski, 
Intergenerational Fairness



7Ethics in advanced data projects - why is it important?

It can happen to local government, too!

“It is now clear that a national 
debate is needed about the use 
of what is still experimental 
technology”

Cllr Beales, Camden Council
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TRANSPARENCY 
ACCOUNTABILITY
PRIVACY
FAIRNESS
SAFETY





10Recommendations: Principles and Values.

1. Formalise data ethics principles into a data strategy or policy.

The ethical values that should shape an organisation and its work should be formalised and 
incorporated into a policy document or strategy within your organisation.

LOTI recommends incorporating ethics into a larger overall data strategy, either new or 
existing, so that ethical considerations have appropriate weight in the strategy for how 
organisations use data. 

LOTI recommends that the policies be designed to be as practical as possible, for example 
relating organisational deliverables with principles, to move from principles to action.

Recommendation in Practice:
Camden’s Data Charter includes a set of commitments that the Council promises to deliver 
with specific time frames, which are informed by the 7 principles of the Data Charter.

https://www.camden.gov.uk/data-charter#udjj
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7. Create a data ethics process flow for data projects

Design or create idea 
for data project

‘Light touch’ ethics 
assessment (DPIA)

Use Data Ethics Tool 
tool (ODI/GDS tools)

Review and advice 
from Ethics Board

Implement advised 
actions

Provide timely  
feedback to Ethics 

Board

Ethics actions 
approved by 

manager (IG role?)

Implement data 
project

Include Ethics in 
Final Evaluation

If risks emerge

Risks are 
insignificant 

Monitor for ethical 
risks during project

Recommendations: Governance & Processes.



12Recommendations: Skills & Culture.

13. Invest in data ethics skills training for data professionals, leaders, and service 
managers.

Managing data ethics well requires specific skills, methods and knowledge that should be 
developed in staff through professional training courses. 

There are basic introductory courses, like the Office for National Statistics’ Awareness in Data Ethics
course, or courses that teach specific methods, like the Open Data Institute’s (ODI) Introduction to 
data ethics and the Data Ethics Canvas course.

Alternatively, organisations can invest in individuals to allow them to lead data ethics work through 
training courses like the ODI’s Data Ethics Professional and Data Ethics Facilitator courses.

Recommendation in Practice:
Two members of the LOTI team are taking part in the Open Data Institute’s Data Ethics 
Professionals and Facilitators course, which can be found here.

https://gss.civilservice.gov.uk/training/awareness-in-data-ethics/
https://theodi.org/event/introduction-to-data-ethics-and-the-data-ethics-canvas-23-05-2022-pm/
https://theodi.org/event_series/data-ethics-professional/
https://theodi.org/event_series/data-ethics-professional/
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Newly launched: LOTI Data Ethics Capabilities Toolkit

https://loti.london/toolkit/recommendations-data-ethics-capabilities/

https://loti.london/toolkit/recommendations-data-ethics-capabilities/


14Advanced Data Projects in London

Pan London: Mapping Digital 
Exclusion SLP: Flood Prevention

Camden: Understanding 
Resident need
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How LOTI is supporting boroughs 
to develop their data ethics 
capability over the next year:

1) Data Ethics Facilitation for LOTI Members of specific data projects

1) Implementing LOTI Recommendations to improve your organisation’s maturity 
level (through advice, pilots, evaluation etc.)

1) Providing collaborative policy and thought leadership on data ethics issues (like 
new technologies or uses of data, or through resident engagement)
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LOTI Data Ethics 
Resources

Our Resources:

● LOTI Data Ethics Project 
Updates

● LOTI Recommendations for 
Local Government Data 
Ethics Capabilities

● Data Ethics Case Study 
Library

● Guide to establishing a Data 
Ethics Governance Board

● London Data Ethics Service 
(LOTI Members only)

https://loti.london/projects/dataethics/
https://loti.london/toolkit/recommendations-data-ethics-capabilities/
https://loti.london/resources/data-ethics-case-study-library/
https://loti.london/resources/brents-approach-to-data-ethics-governance/
https://loti.london/resources/london-data-ethics-service/
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